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   Danfoss Power Solutions Products

Danfoss Power Solutions is a world-class provider of mobile hydraulic and electrification products and solutions. It’s not just our name. It’s what we do! Providing power to transform the world in an energy-efficient and sustainable way!
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                Danfoss Power Solutions expands tractor valve platform, enabling use on wider range of models
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Additional zero-leak electrohydraulic module sizes and new mechanical modules round out proportional valve offering for agricultural applications.
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                New Danfoss H1F fixed displacement bent axis hydraulic motor delivers up to 95% overall efficiency
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Designed for open- and closed-circuit applications, the H1F motor offers best-in-class efficiency, proven reliability, and a compact design.
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                New Boston by Danfoss liquid cooling hoses offer efficient cooling of electric vehicles
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Boston by Danfoss Emperor™ EHW094 TPU hose and Royal™ EHW194 EPDM hose offer superior performance and high flexibility for electric vehicles, data centers, and other liquid cooling needs.
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                Fundex Equipment electric foundation rig case story
            



            World’s first fully electric large foundation rig with Danfoss Editron components.
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                Danfoss torque-limiting pump boosts productivity for truck-mounted electric crane
            



            Learn how the Danfoss Series 45 ETL pump eliminated stalling, reduced costs, and delivered efficiency improvements for a truck-mounted crane produced by Türkiye-based OEM MPG.
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                Immersion cooling: Harnessing live-event technology in data centers
            



            When COVID-19 wiped out festivals and live events, things were looking bleak for audio technology start-up iXora. With some help from Danfoss, the company realized that its cooling technology could be repurposed into a potentially game-changing solution for data centers.
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                Future-proof muscle control for Franna
            



            New Danfoss valve to control speed and power of hydraulic muscle in Australian manufacturer Franna’s cranes. “It’s extremely precise – definitely the best valve for the job,” Franna says.
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                Delivering the world's first fully-electric pile driving rig
            



            Junttan, a Finnish hydraulic piling equipment manufacturer, built the world’s first fully-electric pile driving rig in order to offer a sustainable  option to their customers.
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                Smarter than the average skid steer
            



            A new generation of electric skid steer loaders is bringing smarter functionality to this important market segment, enhancing operator ease of use and productivity. Helping to facilitate this transition are intelligent electronic controls and software from Danfoss Power Solutions.


    




                


    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                



    

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                            Danfoss Power Solutions 

                        Your strongest partner in mobile hydraulics.
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